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About this
Product
Solving charging issues and COVID-19 guidelines for avid adventurers

This product is first a base layer that is designed
to prioritize comfort, style, and function for alpine
adventurers. An elongated neck gaiter will be
attached at the collar allowing for easy access to
facemask use in response to COVID-19.
The second aspect of this product is the use of
triboelectric yarns throughout the 60% Merino
Wool blend. This will give the wearer the
possibility of harnessing their own energy
throughout their alpine adventure process. This
charging apparatus will be housed in the front
pocket.
Merino wool will be used as the main textile in
this product due to its comfort, sustainability,
and thermoregulation properties.
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TECH SKETCHES
& RENDERS

Adobe Illustrator & CLO3D Mock-ups
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Design Elements

Design
Specs
Breakdown of Design & Materials
Merino Coolmax Air
For the facemask portion of this garment, a
merino blend with Coolmax Air fibers will be
used. Coolmax fibers allow for optimal airflow
along with moisture-wicking ability. This is due to
the propeller-shaped cross-sections of the fiber.

The neck gaiter is a choice for the wearer to use as a
turtleneck or pull it up around their face and mouth. The front
pocket will be the housing of the power supply and charging
cables from the triboelectric yarns.
YKK Zipper on the front pocket
Large front pockket to house charging ports and
electronic devices safely
Screen printed logo on the back yoke
Lack of ease to ensure close fit

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Highlights of construction details using Backbone PLM.
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Background Research
Mission
Salewa's mission is to cater to
those who shape the future of
mountain sports. The Dolemite
mountains are in the company
DNA.
Company culture is an
employee's first mission. This
can be seen through their
recognition through the
KilmaHaus Work&Life award.

Strengths
Brand identity and tradition
Sustainability (HQ, transparent supply
chain)
Employee prioritization

Weaknesses
Narrow target market
U.S. consumers don't know this
company to be like a North Face

Opportunities
Larger presence in the U.S. market
New technologies to increase
performance and environmental
stewardship

Threats
Larger, more well-known brands
dominating the market
New product categories or
diversification of product categories
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Why Merino?
Wool absorbs much of its weight in water without being wet to the touch

Hygroscopic

Warm When Wet

Wool by nature warms when wet making it the perfect textile for a base layer. It will
keep the wearer warm and dry.

Comfort

Merino is extremely comfortable and has a great hand, especially when blended
with other fibers.

Synthetic Blends

Polyester is often blended with wool to offer better resistance to abrasion, pilling, a
better hand feel, more resilient, lighter, and easier to care for.
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Inspiration
Useful facemask/baselayer integration for increased facemask use
during COVID-19
Cold environment and the harsh impact it has on batteries
Personal experience with both COVID-19 limitations and battery
limitations when in an alpine environment

Consumer
Target Consumer
Target Consumer - 20 - 35 Male Ski/Snowboarders
Content makers who love to film their experiences and adventure they have on the
mountain
Enjoys trends in the latest technology
Appreciation for environmental stewardship and responsibly made products
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Market Research
Male & Female Skiers/Snowboarders Age 18-30
21 Responses
Experienced Skiers from the ski community

Survey Summary
01

02

03

Lack of Merino

Charging Need

Functionality

Most responses from this survey have
little to no experience with Merino
Wool. Education on the sustainability
and functionality of Merino Wool is
needed for the consumer.

Most respondees indicated that they
use their mobile devices or even
cameras during their alpine adventures.
There is also a need for charging due
to battery issues with cold weather.

A functional base layer is just as
important as a stylish one. This must be
kept in mind when designing this
product.
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Triboelectric
Possibilities
Making Technical Textiles

Triboelectric yarns use a small,
fiber-sized wire that is spun with
other wearable yarns to give a
fabric the ability to generate
energy. The yarns harness the
mechanical and water energy
that the wearer generates to
create electricity. This power will
give the consumer the option to
charge a phone, small cameras,
or any other small electronic from
their clothing, throughout the
wearer's experience.
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Triboelectric &
Wool
Wool is Energy

Wool is warmer when wet
Body warmth and wool warmth means double the electricity generated
Mechanical & water energy required for triboelectric yarns to work
Wool's hygroscopic properties would be perfect for storing water energy for the
triboelectric yarns
Enough electricity (5 volts) can be generated from the yarns through a minute of
walking movement with triboelectric yarns
Movement in a more rigorous activity will result in ample energy generated
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Idea Development
Reality of Triboelectric

Triboelectric technology is fairly new and not yet introduced into the market. More research
into the usefulness of these yarns and the feasibility of the technology is needed before
introducing the market. Large yarn diameters and short lengths of the yarns prove challenges
that need to be conquered before triboelectric textiles

Importance of Merino
Wool

Merino wool is important for this product with triboelectric technology and comfort for the
wearer. In addition, wool provides exceptional comfort through its moisture management and
thermal regulation keeping the wearer dry and cool.

Wool Blend

Wool blends allow for the best characteristics to be chosen from wool and the other fiber it
may be spun with. This allows for a better overall textile and something that would make for a
comfortable and performing baselayer.
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About Me
Junior Product Development Student from Colorado State University

What Winning would mean for me?
It would validate that I am on the right path to making an impact in this industry. It would also shine a
light on the CSU Product Development degree and the fantastic faculty that helped throughout this
entry process.

Top three achievments

Where do I see myself in 5 years?

Excellence in Recruitment through COVID-19 - CSU IFC

As a product developer within the apparel industry or being an
entrepreneur in or around the fashion industry. Hopefully living
in LA or out outside of the United States, perhaps in Europe.

Completing my
Working for Topo Designs

